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Replacing the
The replacement of
a water line on Bath Avenue in
the busy Rosebank area required an
innovative trenchless solution designed to
overcome numerous challenges.
By Marco Camarda*

Bath Avenue

water pipe

T
Due to the works being
in the carriageway of a
major route in Rosebank,
health and safety was a
constant concern

he establishment of
The Tyrwhitt, a mixed-use
commercial and residential
development on Bath
Avenue in Rosebank, required the
upgrading of the water reticulation line
servicing buildings on Bath Avenue.
The building contractor, Probuild
Construction Group (PCG), began
the water pipe replacement by
commissioning a comprehensive
ground penetrating radar (GPR)
survey to locate the 100 NB (127 mm
OD) steel water line running inside
the carriageway of Bath Avenue. The
GPR survey was used to locate the
exact location of the steel pipelines,
all lateral lines, erf connections, and
other adjacent services adjoining and
intersecting the steel water pipeline.
When the GPR survey was completed,
it was found that the pipeline, which
project engineers .kce Consulting
had originally thought was located
on the sidewalk of Bath Avenue, was
actually approximately 1.5 m into the
carriageway of the road. This posed
numerous problems to both PCG, who
relied extensively on Bath Avenue as
its main access to site for materials and
equipment, and .kce Consulting, who
had to come up with a more innovative
method of replacement of the steel
water pipeline.
A trenchless solution
After several visits to sites and a desk
survey of numerous methods of
working around the replacement of the
The Terra Hydrocrack HC 600 S+
pipe bursting machine
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Bath Avenue steel line, the engineers
eventually advised PCG to consider going
trenchless. It was then decided that the
800 m long section of steel pipe was to
be replaced by a trenchless method of
pipe bursting using a Terra Hydrocrack
HC 600 S+ static rod pulling kit.
However, because the existing steel
pipe was made of mild steel, and
therefore very malleable, and buried only
about 700 mm deep, conventional static
rod puller cutting tools could not be
used. Because of this, multiple trenchless
contractors had turned down the
R1 million project to replace the pipeline
between Jellicoe Road and Bolton Road.
The scope of the specialised
subcontract works included the supply
and installation of a new 160 PE 100
PN 16 HDPE pipe, a temporary bypass
piping with temporary connections
to consumers during works, as well as
reconnecting these connections to the
newly installed HDPE pipeline.
Trenchless Technologies took on the
challenge and employed a steel roller
cutter in order to cut open the steel
pipe. However, it was important to
avoid heaving of the tarmac surface
during pipe bursting due to the shallow
depth of the steel pipe. The roller
cutters had to be inverted such that
the splitting of the steel pipeline and
displacement of soil material happened
in a downward, sideways direction
instead of upwards towards the surface
of the tarmac. This worked superbly.
PCG undertook all excavations for
launch and reception pits, including
lateral connections. It also had to
arrange for water shutdowns with the
affected Johannesburg Water (JW)
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depot, as the work could only be done in
100 m sections due to traffic regulatory
requirements from the Johannesburg
Roads Agency. The arrangement and
securing of these water shutdowns was
always a challenging task, as the 100 NB
steel pipeline serviced reticulated water

LEFT Cutting tool cutting steel pipe
ABOVE Cutting tool entering steel pipe
RIGHT Cutting tool exiting steel pipe

to the Mall of Rosebank, a number of
hotels, as well as key residential buildings
in Rosebank. The JW depot, with its

mandate to ensure continued water
supply to all of these clients, had an
extremely stringent shutdown regimen
that could not be deviated from. Each
shutdown could only last for a maximum
of six hours. PCG was also responsible
for the removal, reinstatement or special
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Overcoming challenges
Due to the works being in the carriageway of a major
route in Rosebank, health and safety was always a
concern. PCG was responsible for instituting proper
health and safety practices to ensure the safety of
workers and the public. There were only a limited
number of open excavations that could be left open
on-site at any single point.
Another challenge encountered was loss of pressure
to water users dependent on the reticulation line during
bypassing of the main steel line. While it is standard
practice to bypass water systems arrayed into a ringfeed by blanking of the main steel line at the points
of intersecting streets, this did not always work. This
was because of aged supporting water infrastructure
in the ring-feed system as well as, in some cases, other
buildings having very old or malfunctioning water
fittings. As a result, blanking of the main line could
only be undertaken under strict permission from the
JW depot.
Despite these challenges, the steel water pipeline has
now been replaced and the local water users along Bath
Avenue are now
enjoying the
Erf connection
use of a newly
refurbished
water pipeline
from what was
a very difficult
project. The use
of trenchless
methods of
pipe bursting
proved to be
less disruptive,
cheaper and
well suited to
the situation on
Bath Avenue.

*Marco Camarda
is the GM of
Trenchless
Technologies cc.
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HDD and pipe bursting with
Ditch Witch and HammerHead
Crossing under roads, buildings and rivers to deliver services is an area where
trenchless drilling techniques offer a unique advantage for new and upgraded
infrastructure. This is especially the case when it comes to pipeline replacements,
with pipe bursting being one of the preferred methods.

W

ithin the world
of trenchless
technology, Ditch
Witch is a household
name in the construction industry and
this American OEM continues to push
research and development boundaries.
This is underscored by the fact that
seven new models in this class have
been launched in the past 17 years.
The range is supplied and supported
locally by Southern African dealer
ELB Equipment, which, together with
Ditch Witch, is focused on building
the machine and allied product
solutions footprint.
The full trenchless Ditch Witch line-up
is available on order, with ELB currently
fielding selected models. These include
Ditch Witch’s smaller horizontal
directional drill (HDD) rigs, such as the
JT10 and JT20, which are compact yet
powerful machines that perform well
in tight jobsites. At the other end of the
scale is the high-production JT100.
Ditch Witch’s JT10 has 40 kN
(9 000 lb) of thrust and 44.5 kN
(10 000 lb) of pullback force, and features
a heavy-duty anchor system. In turn,
the JT20 delivers 75.6 kN (17 000 lb) of
thrust and 89 kN (20 000 lb) of pullback
force. The flagship JT100 model has
the power to meet large-scale pipeline
projects, such as river crossings and
larger-diameter installations, delivering
331 kN (70 000 lb) of thrust and 445 kN
(100 000 lb) of pullback. With its
infinitely variable rotary drive,
the JT100 claims to be the
only drill in its class that can
truly match spindle speed
and torque, enabling it to
power through virtually
any soil conditions.
“A key market at
present is the fibre-optic
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telecommunications sector,” explains
Phillip McCallum, product manager:
Ditch Witch at ELB Equipment and a
board member of the Southern African
Society for Trenchless Technology.
“Alongside this, our goal is to expand
our presence in the water and
sewer segments, where there are
major opportunities for trenchless
applications.”
ELB Equipment will be showcasing
a range of solutions at the upcoming
No-Dig South Africa 2018 international
trenchless technology conference
and expo, being held in Cape Town
during October.

For pipe bursting applications, there are
three HammerHead Hydroguide models
available, which provide 3.4 t, 11 t and
20 t of pulling power, respectively, for
pipes ranging from 152 mm to 762 mm
in diameter

Hydroguide winch systems
Complementing Ditch Witch’s drilling
rigs is the HammerHead range.
Contractors can choose between lateral,
pneumatic or static pipe bursting
systems, all of which are available from
the product distributor ELB Equipment.
“Pipe bursting follows the path of the
existing utilities, reducing utility strike
risks and eliminating up to 85% of
excavation work compared to opencut methods,” he points out.

Ditch Witch’s JT10 is the second
smallest model in the drilling
fleet, yet it’s still very powerful.
The machine is capable of 44 kN
of pullback force, and features a
heavy-duty anchor system
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Alongside its trenchless drilling suite, Ditch Witch has also
developed a vacuum excavation range

Benefits of pipe bursting
• Proven replacement method
that follows the existing path
of the installation
• Significant risk reduction regarding
potential damage to adjacent services
• The preferred trenchless method for
increasing pipe flow and diameter
• The only rehabilitation method that
installs new pipe of the same or
larger diameter in the same path
• Major reduction in engineering and
design costs

HammerHead offers eight pneumatic
bursting tool heads, ranging from
130 mm to 600 mm, capable of
installing HDPE pipe from 150 mm
to 762 mm. In turn, there are three
HammerHead Hydroguide cable winch
models available that provide 3.4 t, 11 t
and 20 t of pulling power, respectively,
depending on the pipe diameter and
geology. The bursting head fitted to
the mole tool bursts the damaged
pipeline and pushes the fragments into
the surrounding soil. As the tool bursts
the pipe, new product of the same or
larger size is pulled through by the
Hydroguide unit stationed at
ground level.
The static system, which uses a
series of interconnecting rods, is well
suited for bursting and splitting the
toughest of pipes, including ductile
iron, and is the preferred method for the
replacement of gas and water mains.
Recent local projects where Ditch
Witch HammerHead technology has
been employed include a potable water
pipeline replacement programme
in Tembisa, Gauteng, where a
HammerHead Hydroguide HG12 was
employed. Here, a 70 m pipeline section
was replaced in 38 minutes. “A key
advantage of pipe bursting is that it lets
you install the same or a larger-sized
pipe in a fast and efficient manner, with
minimal disruption,” says McCallum.
A popular option for smaller works is
the HammerHead PortaBurst PB30 Gen
2 unit, designed for replacing 50 mm to
160 mm lateral pipes. Equipped with
30 t of pulling force, the PB30 operates
at 207 bar and the system can be
powered by a backhoe, compact
excavator or any other portable

hydraulic power pack. The optimal
distance is between 30 m and 50 m.
Alongside its trenchless drilling suite,
Ditch Witch has also developed a
vacuum excavation range, among its
other innovations, with the FX30 and
FX65 included in the line-up for the
Southern African market.
“Vacuum excavation is a fairly
new application for South Africa,
which is slowly gaining traction,”
explains McCallum. “It’s certainly a
safer way of exposing utilities, like
A popular option for smaller works is the
HammerHead PortaBurst PB30 Gen 2 unit,
designed for replacing 50 mm to 150 mm
lateral pipes

high-voltage cabling, in preparing for
trenchless applications.”
Radar
To ensure precision drilling, Ditch
Witch also supplies ground-penetration
radar systems via group entity Subsite
Electronics. The latest offering is the
2550GR unit, which is designed to
locate metallic and non-metallic pipes
and cables at depths of up to
6 m, depending on soil conditions and
antenna selection. Other applications
include void and sinkhole detection,
concrete detection, as well as the
location of underground storage tanks.
“In urban environments, trenchless
technology is one of the best solutions
for new as well as refurbishment
projects in fields that include
electrification, gas, fuel, water and
sanitation. These are all areas where
Ditch Witch machines have played a
role worldwide on small- and largescale projects. That proven track record
is now opening up new business
opportunities for contractors within
Southern Africa as private and public
clients recognise the time and cost
benefits,” McCallum concludes.
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